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For Preservation and Discovery, Data must
have Metadata that tells
Who: creator of data,
` What: title and description of data,
` Where: geographical extent of data,
` Why: reason the data was created,
` When: when the data was created,
` How: how the data was created.
` Definition of data attributes.
`

Overview of Two Geospatial Metadata Standards
`

Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) Content Standard for
Digital Geospatial Metadata
` Version one (1994) mandated for use by federal agencies in 1995
` Descriptive metadata, plus some administrative and technical
` Extensive use at state level, spotty use at local level
` Problem: content standard without an encoding specification
` FGDC profiles: ESRI, NBII, Remote Sensing, etc.

`

ISO Standards
` ISO 19115: Geospatial Information – Metadata (2003)
` ISO 19139: Geospatial Information – Metadata – XML (2007)
` North American Profile of ISO to replace FGDC CGDSM
` Not yet widely implemented in the U.S.

Overview of Dublin Core Archival Metadata
Standards
`

The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI) is an open
organization engaged in the development of interoperable
online metadata standards.

`

DC provides a simple and standardized set of rules for
describing electronic resources online in ways that make them
easier to find.

`

Created to be a broad metadata capture tool.

`

METS was looked at, but deemed to costly and time
consuming to implement.

North Carolina GDAP Metadata Experience
`

Existing geospatial metadata often needs:
`
`
`

`

If no metadata then:
`
`

`

Can build minimal metadata using templates and auto-extraction
Lose key information such as data quality, lineage, data
dictionaries

Automating metadata for repository ingest
`
`

`

Remediation – to fix errors or omissions
Normalization – to adhere to a standard structure
Synchronization – so that the data at hand matches the metadata

Raster data is easy – large sets of consistently structured files
Vector data is hard – each dataset is a different story

Lots of desired additional administrative and technical
metadata elements not accommodated by FGDC
CGDSM

Draft of Utah’s GIS to Archives Data Flow
AGRC exports data from
SGID and splits out
datasets by series.
Metadata occasionally
incomplete complete

•
•
•
•

Local governments
supply GIS datasets on
CD/DVD to AGRC.
Metadata often missing

•

All Metadata is completed to FGDC Standards
AGRC creates geoPDF files of individual datasets, plus
ZIP files of the native format.
One ZIP file would contain all the pieces belonging to one
shapefile or, alternatively, the file would contain a
geodatabase.
Geodatabases would not be just one big database with
everything in it (multiple series and years).
Instead, the native files would be composed of a single
downloadable file per series per year.

AGRC copies these files to Archives’ FTP server.
Example FTP Site Structure:
•ftp.archives-agrc.utah.gov/Archives Metadata harvested to populate Archive’s Finding Aids
oBiota Dublin Core Metadata
oBoundaries Dublin Core Metadata
MunicipalityRecords-Series-26846 Dublin Core Metadata
•2000
oMunicipalBoundaries.zip FGDC Metadata
oMunicipalBoundaries.pdf FGDC Metadata
•2001
•2002
•2003
CountyBoundaries-Series-26845 Dublin Core Metadata
•2003
•2004
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Kentucky Metadata Questions
`

Can we depend on useful data being imbedded in files by
creators?

`

What is the value of metadata automatically created by
software and extracted into system metadata fields by
tools such as iRODS?

`

What standards can be used for administrative metadata
created by systems (Dublin Core, METS or none)?

`

How can we structure metadata for various formats and
types of records (geospatial, e-mail, web records etc.)
when integrated in a common archival system

Discussion/Questions

